
Training, what is it? 

 
It’s whatever you want it to be, alright, enjoy the rest of your day. 

Now for the longer answer. It really is whatever you want it to be, pole dancing, running, swinging 
ketal bells around, or if you want to hop on one leg chasing a chicken around a car park while 
singing bohemian rhapsody, then you chase that chicken! Or perhaps you’re like the people at 
The Platform and like training with barbells, there is no right or wrong. Unless! You want to make 
a claim… now we have something to say. 

Here are some common ones you might hear or have already heard. “5’s that’s what you do if 
you want to get stronger 5X5” really? Why 5’s? why not 4’s, or 6’s? what’s magic about the 
number 5… nothing! I don’t do 5’s very often and I’m pretty strong, plenty of other people in my 
gym who are training to get stronger aren’t doing 5’s very often and they're very strong, I 
program for people who are getting stronger and they’re not doing many 5’s. Any given rep range 
on its own is a completely arbitrary number, outside of the context of programming it’s 
meaningless. Here’s another, “if you want to get big you’ve got to isolate” really? Tell that to 
every jacked crossfitter. Or any large powerlifter or weightlifter and ask him/her about their 
reverse delt fly’s for shoulder growth, but don’t stand to close, if they're large enough they’ve 
probably already eaten one of your legs. 

Now this should not translate into all things are equal, they're not, but we understand a lot of the 
processes around particular outcomes, so a good coach can lead you towards a particular 
outcome within a given modality of training. Firstly, know that adaptations are specific, you’ll get 
better at the thing that you are doing. So, what does that look like? Let’s say you sign up to a 
class, and one of the claims they make about this class is that you will get stronger. You go to 
the class and they have you doing some floor/body weight work, throw a medicine ball around, 
and perhaps something with a resistance band. To the degree that you were not already strong 
enough to do this, you will adapt to the task through repeated exposure to becoming strong 
enough to complete said task, and no more! You do not obtain divergent physical characteristics 
from a given stimulus. So, doing that class is a great way to get better at doing that class, is that 
wrong? No. If you enjoy doing classes and that one in particular then do it but understand what 
you’re doing and what you’re not. As an aside if someone tells you it hurts means it’s working, 
give them the double middle finger as you walk backwards out the door. 

A common one people get tripped up on with this is claims about weight loss, and I would refer 
you to the piece I wrote on that topic to clear that up for you. A fast way to waste time with 
training is to not pick an outcome, you don’t need to be married to this outcome you can change 
it with time, but you don’t want to be changing your endpoint to often. So that’s where to start, 
pick a thing, what do you want to take a good shot at, general strength training? Powerlifting? 
Weightlifting? CrossFit? Bodybuilding? The chicken thing? 

Secondly, pick your outcome within that thing, what do you want to do with it? Become 
technically proficient at it? Use it as a tool to get stronger? Or bigger? Smaller? All the above? 
The next step is to find good information to follow, your challenge there is filtering the crap from 
the good, and here is where I can help you. Come and talk to me about what you want, and we 
can have a conversation around how to do that. Coaching is available at The Platform and the 
gym itself is 24/7, we have the how to train program for beginners, and a series of templates for 
sale at the gym also available on the website if you’d like an option in between. 
So, what are you going to do? The next latest craze? Or come and speak to a professional and 
follow an evidence-based practice, what you want might be easier than you’d think… 
Reach out online or drop into our central location at 147 Cuba street, I’ll see you there! 

 


